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As the United States hardens its border with Mexico, how do migrants make transnational claims of citizenship in both nation-states? By enacting citizenship in both countries, Mexican migrants are challenging the meaning of membership and belonging from the margins of both citizenship regimes. With their incessant border-shattering political practices, Mexican migrants have become the embodiment of transnational
citizenship on both sides of the divide. Drawing on his experiences leading citizenship classes for Mexican migrants and working with cross-border activists, Adrián Félix examines the political lives (and deaths) of Mexican migrants in Specters of Belonging. Tracing transnationalism across the different stages of the migrant political life cycle - beginning with the so-called political baptism of naturalization and
ending with the practice by which migrant bodies are repatriated to Mexico for burial after death - Félix reveals the varied ways in which Mexican transnational subjects practice citizenship in the United States as well as Mexico. As such, Félix unearths how Mexican migrants' specters of belonging perennially haunt the political projects of nationalism, citizenship, and democracy on both sides of the border.
A multi-chapter book, first of its kind, that identifies, describes, and analyzes FBI documents revealing the hidden history of surveillance of Mexicans and Chicanos in the United States of America.
The Code of Federal Regulations is the codification of the general and permanent rules published in the Federal Register by the executive departments and agencies of the Federal Government.
The Report of the Federal Advisory Committee on False Identification, United States Department of Justice
2007
Hearings Before the President's Commission on the Assassination of President Kennedy
Complete Guide to Planning your Move
Freeing Trade in North America
Press Releases
How to Live in Mexico

Condon examines how NAFTA, WTO, and global business affect the major issues of our time, such as AIDS, global security, and illegal immigration. NAFTA and WTO interact in ways that can make or break a company's strategy. Business strategists must consider the impact of today's rules and how future developments will affect them. However, this book is about more than just business. The globalization of law and business affects the lives of everyone.
This book addresses the three central issues that continue to dominate the U.S.-Mexico relationship today: drugs, immigration, and security. Nowhere is this more palpable than at the 2,000-mile border shared by the two countries. • Provides a historical perspective that is necessary to understand today's border conflicts • Includes new coverage of weapons trafficking, human trafficking, the diversified activities of organized crime, the role of drug consumption in America, the decay of the border infrastructure, the militarization
of the border, and the effects of Arizona's immigration policy changes • Challenges current views about the border as unsafe, unstable, crime-riddled, and a burden on the nation • Portrays the border as a place of hope in need of better management rather than reinforcement of the security regime that has prevailed in the last decades • Includes a chapter on the Peña government and its effect on the binational relationship, the war on the Cartels, and escalation of violence • Draws on the author's current research and
interviews with new government actors • Offers penetrating analysis and sound policy recommendations, particularly on how to achieve a truly binational border management system • Features a new final chapter that projects the future of the border over the next 25 years
Photos and maps throughout. Here you'll find every practical detail on the Mazatlan area that you need, as well as town and regional maps and sound travel advice from an author who knows the region intimately. Adventures range from cultural to physical. Learn Spanish in Mazatlan's top language school, explore nature at Teacapan, or wander around the Piedre Labradas, ancient stone carvings lying on the beach at Estacion Dimas, just north of the city. A walking tour of the city itself takes you to historic houses, delightful
plazas, museums and gardens. Surrounding towns - Tepic, Guasave, San Blas - are also covered. Parks and reserves are given special attention, with tips for birders and nature lovers.
Travel Restrictions
Hearings, Eightieth Congress, Second Session, on S. 1446 and H. R. 3859
Containing a Codification of Documents of General Applicability and Future Effect as of December 31, 1948, with Ancillaries and Index
A Guide for New Immigrants
The Code of Federal Regulations of the United States of America
Immigration Procedures Handbook
The Wall

The Pacific coast of Mexico is a playground for active travelers. Warm waves and sunny skies attract the beach crowd with watersports, while volcanoes, mountains and jungles appeal to hikers, naturalists And The culturally curious. Visit a pearl farm in San Carlos, ride a train through Copper Canyon, go crocodile hunting on La Tovara River, surf the big waves at Playa Las Islitas, or visit the village of Ajejic, where DH Lawrence once got inspiration. We travel to grow ndash; our Adventure Guides show you how. Experience the places you visit more directly, freshly, intensely than you would otherwise ndash; sometimes best done on foot, In a canoe, or through cultural
adventures like art courses, cooking classes, learning the language, meeting the people, joining in the festivals and celebrations. This can make your trip life-changing, unforgettable. All of the detailed information you need is here about the hotels, restaurants, shopping, sightseeing. But we also lead you to new discoveries, turning corners you haven't turned before, helping you to interact with the world in new ways. That's what makes our Adventure Guides unique.
The Rough Guide to Mexico is the most comprehensive guide you’ll find. From the pre-Hispanic Pyramid sight of Tula to the breath-taking train-ride across Copper Canyon, the section introduces all the country's “must-sees”. This revised 7th edition includes hundreds of incisive accounts of the sights, providing fresh takes on lesser known gems as well as the well-established attractions including the Maja ruins in Chiapas and the Yucatan to mariachi in Mexico City. Use the clearest maps available to investigate every corner of this vibrant nation from the beaches to the bustling cities and ancient Mayan temples. There are complete listings of all the best places to stay and eat
to suit every budget and significant historical information to give you a well-rounded understanding of Mexico’s feast of architecture and rich cultural heritage. The Rough Guide to Mexico is like having a local friend plan your trip!
Argues that the Kennedy brothers' pursuit of Fidel Castro led to JFK's assassination
FBI Surveillance of Mexicans and Chicanos, 1920-1980
A Summary Report on the Nature, Scope, and Impact of False ID Use in the United States, with Recommendations to Combat the Problem
The True Story of a Boy Determined to Reunite with His Mother
Hearing Before the Committee on the Budget, United States Senate, One Hundred First Congress, Second Session, Las Cruces, NM, January 10, 1990
Business Immigration Law
Welcome to the United States
Codes, Operations Instructions, Regulations, and Interpretations

In her Brookings Essay, The Wall, Brookings Senior Fellow Vanda Felbab-Brown explains the true costs of building a barrier along the U.S.-Mexico border, including (but not limited to) the estimated $12 to $21.6 billion price tag of construction. Felbab-Brown explains the importance of the United States’ relationship with Mexico, on which the U.S. relies for cooperation on security, environmental, agricultural, water-sharing, trade, and drug smuggling
issues. The author uses her extensive on-the-ground experience in Mexico to illustrate the environmental and community disruption that the construction of a wall would cause, while arguing that the barrier would do nothing to stop illicit flows into the United States. She recalls personal interviews she has had with people living in border areas, including a woman whose family relies on remittances from the U.S., a teenager trying to get out of a local
gang, and others.
Presents a guide for immigrants going through the process of becoming U.S. citizens, covering topics such as the steps for obtaining visas for family members and how a person can be deported with a green card or visa.
Provides pragmatic advice on the nonimmigrant work authorization, including: specialty occupations (H-1Bs); intra-company transfers from abroad (L-1); treaty traders/investors (E-1 and E-2) and more.
Enrique's Journey
Non-Immigrant Admissions to the United States
The Political Life Cycle of Mexican Migrants
Adventure Guide to Mexico's Pacific Coast
The Real Costs of a Barrier between the United States and Mexico
The Three U.S.-Mexico Border Wars: Drugs, Immigration, and Homeland Security, 2nd Edition
United States/Mexico International Agricultural Trade Situation
Living in Mexico may seem distant to some or a dream to others. The fact is that, before planning any kind of effective change, it is very important to research and take into account some points about living in the country. So there is an increasing demand for information about what it is like to live in Mexico. In this book we will talk a little about the main doubts.
Puerto Vallarta is considered one of the finest and friendliest beach-side holiday destinations in the world. Situated on the West coast of Mexico this is an all-year-round destination.
Non-Immigrants (NI) are foreign nationals granted temporary entry into the U.S. The major purposes for which NI admissions include temporary visits for bus. or pleasure, academic or vocational study, temporary employ., and to act as a rep. of a foreign gov¿t. or internat. body. This report presents info. on the number and characteristics of NI admissions to the U.S. in 2007. During 2007, there were 171 million NI admissions to the U.S. The majority (90%) were
short-term visitors such as tourists and bus. travelers, while the remaining 10% (3.6 million) were temporary residents characterized by a longer duration of stay, such as specialty workers, students, and nurses. The leading countries of citizenship of NI were Mexico, the U.K., and Japan.
An Easy-to-read Guide to the U.S. Immigration Process
Mazatlan and Vicinity
The Rough Guide to Mexico
Specters of Belonging
United States Business Immigration Manual
Leasing of Salmon Trap Sites
Investigation of the Assassination of President John F. Kennedy
Helps readers explore the pros and cons of living and working in Mexico.
North of El Norte provides an important counterpoint to the attention given to Mexican migration to the United States by examining a lesser-known migration route: that taken b by contemporary Mexican migrants to Canada. Paloma Villegas examines not only the implications of changing Canadian immigration policy and practice but also the barriers that migrants without permanent resident status encounter once in Canada, specifically in the labour market, in their creative pursuits, and in accessing health care. Her comprehensive research
sheds light on how individuals and institutions work to illegalize migrants and on the migrants' active resistance to those efforts.
This guide focuses on Acapulco and the coastal region south of that city. It is based on our comprehensive 500-page guide to Mexico's Pacific Coast. The Pacific coast of Mexico is a playground for active travelers. Warm waves and sunny skies attract the b
A Study Trip
U.S. Tax Guide for Aliens
Code of Federal Regulations
Federal Register
The Secret War Against Castro and the Death of JFK
Hearings on S.Res. 111
Mexico - Your Complete Guidebook - 2006 Edition
Offers information regarding U.S. immigration rules and regulations, including the application process, different ways to obtain a Visa, and a directory of immigration lawyers.
Conceived in an era of rapid post–Cold War economic liberalization, the North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA), signed in 1994, brought together Canada, Mexico, and the United States with the aim of creating a regional trade bloc that eliminated the friction and costs of trade between the three nations. Without an overarching institutional framework, NAFTA never sought to attain the levels of integration achieved by the European Union – for many it was a missed opportunity – and never quite fulfilled its potential as a single market. And under Donald Trump's
administration a trilateral trade agreement has become increasingly precarious. Freeing Trade in North America explains the theory behind the politics and economics of trade in North America, offering an accessible and concise analysis of the key provisions, shortcomings, and past revision efforts of the governments involved. At a time of increasing protectionism and heightened awareness of trading relationships, the book highlights the lessons to be learned from the fraught history of one of the largest trade blocs in the world.
Welcome to the United StatesA Guide for New ImmigrantsU.S. Tax Guide for AliensFor Use in Preparing ... ReturnsLive Better South of the Border in MexicoPractical Advice for Living and WorkingFulcrum Publishing
Practical Advice for Living and Working
NAFTA, WTO, and Global Business Strategy
Hearing Before the Subcommittee on National Security of the Committee on Oversight and Government Reform, House of Representatives, One Hundred Thirteenth Congress, First Session
Live by the Sword
Acapulco and Southern Pacific Mexico Travel Adventures
The Criminal Use of False Identification
Border Security Oversight
Documents the journey of a Honduran teen who braved hardship and peril to reunite with his mother after she was forced to leave him behind and seek migratory work in the United States.
How AIDs, Trade, and Terrorism Affect Our Economic Future
A Simple Guide to U.S. Immigration and Citizenship
Illegalized Mexican Migrants in Canada
Live Better South of the Border in Mexico
Drugs, Immigration, and Homeland Security
North of El Norte
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